
AlphaX Haltech A/C Adapter



A/C Module connector is located behind center dash panel.   

Must remove shifter knob, pull the shifter bezel upwards and towards 
the rear of the car, remove two Phillips head screws holding the 
center dash panel and finally pull the panel starting from the bottom 
and working your way up to the upper corners of the panel.  



A/C Module connector is a 40-pin white connector located behind 
the dash panel.

The #1 pin on the connector is identified by the red wire followed by 
the pink wire (arrow).



Connect 12V power source to A/C Box by tapping into “ON INPUT”
 signal. This is the red and black wire on the #3 position (arrow). 
 

Make a jumper from “ON INPUT” wire to “ECV POWER” (arrow) 
which is the red wire on the #34 position. This will provide 12V 
power to the A/C compressor so that the A/C Box can have full 
control over it’s operation. 

This picture shows how the jumper looks like when connected. 



Connect the “blower” signal on the A/C Box to the connector by 
taping into the “FET (G)” wire which is the white wire on position
 #5 of the connector (arrow). 

Connect the “Thermistor” signal on the A/C Box to the connector 
by tapping into the “EVAP SNSR” wire which is the gray wire on 
position #33 of the connector (arrow). 

Cut the black wire “ECV GROUND” on position #35 (arrow) and 
connect harness side directly to “compressor” signal on the A/C Box. 
This will ensure the box has full control of the A/C compressor.  



Connect “gnd” pin on the A/C Box to the connector y tapping into the 
“GND” pin which is the black wire in position #39 (arrow). This will 
ensure the A/C  Box has re appropriate ground reference for the 
temperature sensor. 

Connect the “to haltech” pin on the A/C Box to the “A/C Request” 
wire on the Haltech and connect the “from haltech” pin on the A/C 
Box to the “A/C Confirmation” wire on the Haltech. Both “A/C 
Request” and “A/C Confirmation” pins on the Haltech are defined 
by the user in the tuning software. Consult your Haltech settings 
for pin identification.    
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